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High-end interior designer

Tim Gosling has an unusual

approach to Christmas decor

when it comes to his own

Awashwih squash
Philanthropist
Amy Goldman

Topical paradise
Fiji’s political stability
is encouraging buyers

On top oftheworld
The earthly pleasures
ofmaking globes
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I im Gosling, designer to the
rich and famous, creator of
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furniture is very strong, but you can
achieve really fine lines. Also, the legs
are playful, just abit of fun.”
John Liston uses powder-coated steel

for his Ribbon chairs. They
look at first glance
like a messy scrib
ble in red crayon.

Mewoma table byjonah Tagaki
for La Chance, £3,102, lachance.fr

with the graphic lines of the balusters
and handrails and the angle of the light:’
For him, the beauty of the material lies
in its unexpectedness. “I love the idea of

a chair looking like it might not
be able to sustain
weight, yet at the
same time the steel

Nub chair by
Patricia Urquiola
for Andreu World,
from £424,
andreuworld.com

Korean designer Jinil Park launched
hisDrawing Series ofchairs, lamps
and a table, each with intersect
ing lines that exactly replicate
his preliminary sketches.
German graphic designer

Verena Hennig’s powder-coated
aluminium Roll seating is an
extension of her two-dimensional
art. “My graphics are minimalist and
reduced, so I wanted to create furni
ture that also only uses minimal lines:’
she says.
Arihiro Miyake is another designer

whose work displays this angular

Paper iamp by René Barba for Ligne
Roset, from £164, ligne-roset.co.uk

aesthetic. He designed the ballerina-
inspired Coppélia suspended lamp
for M000i, with a crossed wire
structure that acts as a base for
dozens ofLED lights.
Other examples of the trend

include Swedish interior stylist
Annaleena Leino’s minimalist
geometric clothes rails that hang

from the ceiling, and Portuguese
brand Galula’s Pendura coat stand, a
simple triangle designed to be propped
against awall.
“Triangles create almost a frame

against the wall. We wanted something
with lines that looked just as beautiful
without coats hanging from it,” says co
designerFilipaMendes.
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‘ Coppélia lamp by Arihiro
Miyake for M000i, £1,980,
moooi.com

I/IS
305 light with 7

pods in copper wire
by Annick
Petersen, £345
alp-design.co.uk
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A Pendura coat stand by Galula, £166, galulastudio.com

ATojboxbyMade
byMichael for
Woud, £475,
woud.dk A Autel shelving by Mr &Mr, £73, mr-mr.fr

“It wasn’t inten- .- gives itahuge struc
tional, but it works tural integrity Making
well for this design,” says furniture with a very thin
Liston, who was inspired by the way structure creates negative space, so the
shadows from buildings take what- piece looks lighter than it is:’
ever form they fall on. “A shadow can Of course, these delicate structural
transform the shape ofaparkbench forms aren’t new. In the 1950s, both

Harry Bertoia and Charles and Ray
Eames launched wire furniture.
More recently, in 2013, the South
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